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Ø Drawbacks
Deep-ID network combines the softmax loss and contrastive loss,
but they produces different feature distribution. So it may not be a
natural choice. For FaceNet, it requires large amount of data. It is
computationally expensive

The learning and inference pipeline of SphereFace:

Ø How m affects the performance
The verification accuracy on LFW dataset
Code is available!

Softmax loss learns angularly distributed features
ØSoftmax loss can naturally learn angularly distributed features, so it
will not be naturally motivated to incorporate any Euclidean losses.

Exploratory study

It is the same as traditional CNN framework, so it is extremely simple
and compatible with any advanced network architecture such as VGG,
GoogLeNet, ResNet, etc. But with the proposed angular softmax loss,
the learned features will be much more discriminative.

Ø How the number of conv layers affects the performance
The verification accuracy on LFW dataset

SphereFace feature visualization
Ø The SphereFace features are very discriminative in the angular space.

Training set

Testing set

A motivating binary classification example
Softmax computes the probability for two classes as

Open-set face recognition
Ø Face identities do not appear simultaneously in training set and
testing set. Knowledge need to be transferred to testing set.
Ø Open-set face recognition requires more generalization power than
close-set face recognition. Overfitting degrades performance
Ø Essentially, it can be viewed as a deep metric learning problem.

Prevailing methods for deep face recognition
Ø Deep-ID 2 (CUHK)
Combine the softmax loss and the contrastive loss to learn
discriminative face representation.
Ø FaceNet (Google)
Use Triplet loss to supervise the network learning, but require very
large amount of data. (200 million face images)
Ø Things in common
They all explicitly treat the open-set face recognition problem as
metric learning problem, since contrastive loss and triplet loss are
both originally used in metric learning.
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The decision boundary produced by softmax loss is
To achieve angular decision boundary, the weights for the final FC
layer is in fact useless. So we will first normalize the weights and zero
out the biases. To further introduce angular margin, we propose to
make the classification more difficult.

SphereFace Algorithm
SphereFace uses the angular softmax (A-Softmax) loss defined as

where
and
.
The parameter m is to control the margin size. Note that the weights
are normalized to 1 in each iteration. Larger m gives larger margin.

Experiments on LFW and YTF dataset
Ø Among all the methods
trained on the publicly
available WebFace
dataset, we achieve the
current best performance
and significantly
outperforms the #2
performance.

Experiments on Megaface Challenge
Ø SphereFace achieves the
state-of-the-art
performance using only
publicly available smallscale dataset, while the
other commercial
algorithms use private
and large-scale datasets.

